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Financial Market Fluctuations and Fragitify
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the nco-classical and

Abstract
Recent

ledr; hare \aitnessed rapid Jlna cidl

perspectives, The

I/agility. Neo-classical economic analysis
[besses the benef.cial efects of J'inancial

to have been related to economlc
fundamentals. Such fluctuations seem to haye
become established as 'normal' featues of
modem economies. The fourth section discusses
recent developments in the banking industry in
several industrial countries and highlights the
need for appropriate, effective regulation nther
than a further development of financial laissezfaire. A hnal section draws brief conciusions.
contrary

market de-regxlation and laissez-faire \rhilst
postKeynesian analysis highlights the inherent
tendency of cle-regulated fnancial markets to
lead lo Jinqncial insrability. This paper rewews
the contribution vthich these perspecttues mqke

to

understanding the substdntial atset price
Jluctuqtions of recent years and the specific
development of the banking indwtries of the
United States, Japan and three Nordic
countries. The paper demonstrates that the
post- Kqnesi{tn Jinqncial ins tabiliry' hypothesis

episodes

oJ

2. Conlrusting theories
Aaalysis based on neo-classical thinking argues

to

tbat there are three major channels through
which the deyelopment and liberalization of
financial markets may affect the rate of
economic growth. Firstly, the development of
financial markets creates mechanisms which
enable saving to take place. In tum, this
increases the prcportioDs of saving and

understanding these
financial fragility whilst

inappropriqte rcgulation has also been q cuuse.
Futurc policy should give n highet weighting to
the pursuit of frnanciql stqbility.

l.

Introduction
This paper argues that major fluctuations in
asset prices can and

demoostrates

that there have been a number of major
medium-term fluctuations in financial asset
prices. These fluctuations are too large and

sector liberalization, pronounced asset price
Jluctualions and costly episodes of financial

contributes much

post-Keynesian

third section

investment

in gross

domestic product.

Secondly, the opportunity for households and

do Iead to costly episodes

of financial ftagility- Both

firms to channel their savings to others with
more productive uses for capital increases the

neo-classical and
post-Keynesian perspectives have something to
contribute to oul understanding of why these

of de-regulated frnancial

efficiency. or rnarginal productivity, of capital.
In tum, this should lead to increased incomes
for both savers and entrepreneurs. Thirdlv,
increasing the proportion of savings used for

to generate serious business cy'cles
which most contributes to our understandirg of
these episodes of financial fragility. The major
policy lessons drawn from the discussion are
that pursuing financial stability and designing
appropriate regulatorv systems are the major
policy priorities at present.

financial investment enables the development of
a more efficient market for aapital as a \r'hole.
This too should lead to the more productive use
of capital. It is these three beneficial efl-ects
rvhich are regulariy cited as the main reasons
lbr J<veloping, de-regulrtine and openin3
financial markets (IMF, 1993c. 1; Anderson.

episodes of financial fragility have occured but

it is the post-Keynesian
stresses the tendency

perspective rvhich

markets

FoLlo*ing this introduction. lhe prper's
second section outlines the major features

1993).

In

of

-l-

contrast, post-Keynesian analysis holds

D Green

a critical reason for the instabiLity of
capitalist economies is the lvay in q'hich their
financing is structured. This has led to the
elaboration of the financial instability

argues '...in retrospect it se€ms almost obvious
dlat it had no lasting impact on the economy,
politjcs or society.'
De-regulation and internationalization of

hypothesis whose fundamental propositions

financial markets have been major features of
economic development since the mid 1970s. An

tbat

have been summarized by its originator,

Mimky

examination of the record of financial asset
prices in the 1980s and early 1990s shows both
pronounced cyclical movements and sharp,
discontinuous fluctuations. Short-term, day to
day volatility has increased as bave mediumterm fluctuations. The reappearance of major
credit-driven business cycles lends support to
the financial instability hypothesis.

(1986, 173) as;
1. Capitalist market mechanisms cannot lead
to a sustained, stable-price, full-employment
equilibrium.

2,

Serious business cycles ate due to
financial at[ibutes that are essential to
capitalism.

According

3.1 Asset prices in the medium term
In the last ten years there have been a number
ofmajor, medium-term asset pdca fluctuations.
The upsrving in commercial property prices
from 1985 to the peak showed striking
cumulative increases in Japan, France, Britain,
Ausrralia and Finland whilst equity prices

to this perspective, as financial

markets become more developed and significant
so their detrimeltal effects on the economy as
a whole may become more pronounced. Wlile
'efficiency' the
liberalizing may lead
accompanying increase in uncertainty may lead

to

ro

financial fragiliry and real economic

registered particularly big gains
Finland and Sweden (see table l)-

recession.

Which is correct? The neo-classical
perspective which views the deyelopment and

in

Japan,

a

Property prices boomed and slumped
in the 1980s and early 1990s.
There were pronounced movements in many

fundamentally beneficial influence or the post-

countries (see table 1). Sometimes these price

146).

years commercial property prices stagnated and
then fell by 7 per cent in 1991 and a further 19

3. Behaviour offinancial asset markels

per cent

extelsion of financial markets as

significantly

Keynesian view which regards such
developmenls as highly dangerous?
Altematively, is there some way in which a
synthesis might be achieved? (Davis, 1992,

swings were very dramatic. In Tokyo, for
example, a 48 per cent rise in commercial
property pdces in 1986 r'as lbllowed by a 6l
per cent increase in 1987, For the next three

in 1992 (BIS, 1992, 140).The deregulated financial systems created in the 1980s
seem to have been particularly prone to creditdriven propertv price bubbles.

The economic environment since 1974 has been

much more volatile than were the 25 preceding
years. This volatility has created impofiant new

for individuals,
frrms, governnents and societies which some
believe to be highly significant. According to
Hutton (1994) '..-volatiliq/ is a warning of the
problems and oppornrnities

3.2 Propen!"
Real estate prices are important to th€ econom),
as a whole for several reasons- An increase rn
domestic property prices can stimulate

shaky foundations upon which the world's
hnancial system is built...The volatility is like
the tremor before an eafthquake. the prudent
take cover', Others take a more relaxed view.

consumption. ReaL estate is often used as
collateral ior business activity. It plays a

particulariy impofant role in enabLing small
firms ro reise capital for investment projccts.

\\titing

about the 1987 stock market crash, rhe
single most dramatic linancial asset price
fluctuation of the 1980s, Topororvski (1993)

Because much bank lending to enterprises and
fcrjo.]:5 i5 secured on reJl e-lale. fluctuations

-2-
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Table

l:

of the

Real asset price upswings in the second half
1980s (from 1985 to peak. cumulative %o)

Residential ?roperty

Conmercial properry

Equiries

United Stares

l3

-t5

46

Japan

74

86

166

West Germany

21

98

l3

France

27

'78

86

UK

60

Canada

52

l

Australia

22

6i

Denmark

I

30

t4

Finland

59

73

146

Norvay

15

Sweden

i5

4l
15

3t
52

I

l4

Source: Bank for Intemational Settlements, 63rd Annual Report, June 199i, p.]61

in commercial and residential propeny

values

have a significant eft-ect on bank lending and
profitability. In tum fluctuations in bank
profitability-and willingness to lend have rvider
effects on economic activity generally.

3.3 Stock markets
By their natur€, stock markets display shortterm volatility. Despite a vast investnent in
research the selection of individual stocks for
any portfolio is far from an exact science. The
majoritv of professionally managed portfolios
under-perform the relevant slock market index
or indices against which their performance is
measured. Naturally the price of any one share

at any specific moment in time is of great
interest to individual investors and flms as are

financial institutions come to dominate
shareholding. More broadly, stock market
fluctuations can be seen as leading indicators
for developments in the economy as a whole.
There is plenty ofevidence for mediurn-term
stock market volatility (see tables 1 and ?). In

the October 1987 crash some markets

saw

prices decline by over 50 per cent.

Conradictory hypotheses about both the

causes and significance of the great stock
markeL crash of 1987 are still advanced and
debated (Romer, 1993). The main impact of the
crash was to have convinced policy makers in
a number of countries to rela-x monetary and

fiscal policy. This helped precipitate

the
ensuing boom which was subsequentil followed

by a decp recession in many

raising new crpital For productive enLerprisc
and of mobilising savings lbr investment. The
stock market should also create a potential
market for corporate control which should

industrialized
countries. While the 1987 stock market crash
has attracted most analytical attention, big
flucruatjons in stock mrrket indices dre quite
normal worLdwide.
Do medium-term flucluations in stock market
values matter on their o!\lr? If it is true that
stock markets arg essentially disconnected from
the real economy then it may reasonably be

become increasingly important

atgued

movemeflts

in stock market

stock market behaviour

is

indices. Overall
a pubiic policy

concem for seveEl reasons. Amongst th€se are

that a stock market should be ooe way of

as

large

that fluctuations are

ol litle

broader
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Table 2: Stock market prices and the October 1987 crash

Pre-crash high
United States

Post-cra.sh low

121 .3

Japan

End I989

80.6

t27.3
98. r

95.8

7

t.7

6.3

8

7.3

United Kingdom

13

Canada

1,22.O

84.2

116.6

124.7

73.1

132.6

France

I10.8

60.5

13

Italy

130,

71.8

116.6

Switzerland

120.8

7

4-7

126.{)

Netherlands

101.7

54.9

116.4

98.4

60.0

124.5

Sweden
Spain

1

118.6

13

5.1

3.3

108.1

Belgium

63.0

116.4
1

Australia

155.0

77 .4

Hong Kong

t46.9

7

Singapore

t44.9

67

10,8

0.5

105.5

.4

142.6

Taiwan

91.3

44.9

169.3

South Korea

59.'1

5 1.8

103_5

Source: Bant for Intemational Settlements. 60th Annual fieoorl. June 1990. p.98

economic significance. If this view is taken
then the main tasks for the authorities are to
ensure that the markets operate fteely and
without liaud although, even so, at least one

capital into pension and mutual funds and

in

1993). So great will this phenomenon be that
the performanae of stock markets is bound to

major way remains

which stock market

values are of increasing rather than dimhishing

public importance. This arises because more
and more people are dependent for their

retirement incomes

on stock

market

fie esse[tially
compulsory pension contdbutions ievied on
large groups of people in the industrialized

perlbrmance- The fact that there

countries and that tllese contributions are then
iDvested by financial institutions in bonds and
equities has provided a major underpinning for
srocL market prices ro dare. All rhe signs are
that the next forty years will see a great flow of

insurances of all kinds as states disengage from

collective pension provision and individuals
make their own pension anangements (Davis,

become

a

broader public policy rssue

as

fluctuations will affect the incomes and welfare
of large groups in the ageing populations of the
industrialized courrtdes. An early waming of
this is to be found in the performance of with-

profits endowment policies in the UK. The
reclrn on these long-Lerrn. 'safe' savings
products has begun to fluctuate significantly.
For example, in December 1994 the capital
bonus paid per f1.000 of sum assured on tenvear endowment oolicies bv the Sun Alliance

Econantic l:sues. Vot.

Company rvas 20 per cent. The rate

the year. Ten years earlier the capihl bonus
paid on the same policy was hfty-eight per

In

"vill
recent dmes there have been several

episodes of prolonged financial fragilit-v in a
number of industrialized countries. These have
particuiarly involved the bankirg industry
which plays a centrai role in providing credit
and payments services for the wider economy.
As a result the fortunes of banking industries
have rvider effects on the economy as a uhole,
Problems in a country's banking industry are
easily transformed into problems for its
financial and economic system as a whole as
credit dries up, In the worst case, bank faiiures

cent.

Another concem is lvhether stock markets
promote sho -termisn. A widely held view is
that Anglo-Saxon type stock markets lead to
levels oflong-term investnent which are bclo$'

the optimum. This issue has been highiy
contentious with prcponents of the iong-term

of shareholders vigorously pitched
against those u'ho want to see more socially
conscious long-term institutional afiangements
for settlirg questions of corporate govemalce,
Empirical testing for short-termism in the UK
stock markets has yielded reasonably robust
evidence for its existence (Miles, 1993). Ary
tendency to stock market short-teImism is made
more significant by the global trend towards

wisdom

will

mean that the payments system stops
working. To prevent lhis, government acts to
rescue the banking system. In Practice, this
often leads to the costl.v rescue of individual
banks.

Ir the early 1990s the banking systems of
Finland, Norway and Sweden all essentially
collapsed. Individual bants and segme[ts ofthe
banking system in the United States and Japan
underwent periods of great strain. Considerable
public expense was incuned in resolving these

pivatisation, Since the second world war
publicly omed corporations have played a
dispropo ionately important rcie in investment.
As the global phenomenon ofprivatisation bites
ever more broadly a tendency to stock markgt
sho -termism will have serious repercusslons
on investment and economic growth. Major
medium-tem swings in equity values cal only

episodes of hnancial fragility (see tabie 3).
Major banks in the United Kingdom and France
incurred large Iosses, which contibuted to
lengthening the recessions ofthe early l990s A

exacerbate short-termism.

large

Banking cises and Jinancial instubility

international

banki[g fraud

was

perpetrated through the criminai operation of

The modem movement to financial market defegulation has been accompanied by both

the Bant lor Credit and

Commerce

Intemational. This exposed weaknesses in the
svsrem of international banking supervision.
From 1982 onwards the developing country

of

prolonged tinarcial fragility. These failures
have been very costly to those directly involved

and to the wider economies in which they
occurred. The depth and persistence of these

debt crisis impaired many banks' balance sheets
both developing and
and cost citizens
industriaLized countries dear. Germany was the

in

problems raise nany questions. Amongst the
most crucial is: Do these financiai failures
signal a fundamental tendency in the new
systems to fragility and collapse? Altematively,

only large indust alized economy to

escape

major banling industry problems. By 1993 IMF

staff wcre asking 'why after a long post-war
pcriod of stability have banking problems

have they only been painful but unique.
unrepeatable historic events wbich ca:r be
attributed to learning how to handle the

occurred with such frequency'?'(lN{F, 1993c, 2)

There are a number oi reasons why bank
f'ailures and episodes of pronounced financial
fragility may occur (Davis 1992, I l7-46). PostKcynesian thinking tends to stress the instability
which can be generated by the way in which

operation of modern. dereguiated, intemationalized financial systems?
The scale ofthe problems and their widespread
location suggest that systemic financial liagility

transitions
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and failures are part of the new s,vstcm *hich
has becn created. If this is the case then major
be neededreforms

of this

bonus changed no feq€r than fivc times during

spectacular financiai collapses aIrd instances

l.

to and

-)-
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Table 3r Loan performance and govcmment support of banks
in selected countries (per cent of CDP)

Loan losses
1991-92

Non-perjorming
loans, 1992

Governmenl

support

2.1

Japan

l0.9

6.0

Finland

4.0

Norway

2.8

Swederl

l.l

United States

- commercial banks

0.5

1.0

3.2

- savings and loans
Source: IMF, Ihternational Capital Markels, Part
199i, p.2

firms and individuals take on debt in the
expectation of increasing financial asser prices.
Stress is placed on the significarce of
urcertainty which, by its nature, carjlot be
reduced to rationally calculable probabilities
(Dow, 1996). This perspective generates policy
proposals which would put significant brakes

on financial liberalization. By contast, neoclassical and monetarist analyses stess the
imponance of bank runs and panics on the one
hard and market failings due to either poorly
designed regulation

or asymmetric

access to

information.

From the mid 1970s onwards banks have
faced major challenges arising from deep-seated
become
structural change. Banking
increasingly intemationalized, fi nancial markets

has

have been deregulated and new financial
institutions, markets and instruments have
developed. Banks have had to compete in a
fast moving, uncertain business environment.
Many leading international banks and much of

th€ banking system in some countdes has
become less risk averse and more disaster
prone. The lending strategies of banks have

exacerbated asset price Iluctuations - sometimcs
on a spectacular scaLe - as in Finland. Norway
and Sq'eden.

lI;

Systemic Issues in Inlerhational Finahce, A.jgust

4.I The Nordic Banking Crises
The banking crises which swept Finland,
Norway and Sweden in the early 1990s
revealed major weaknesses in the functioning

of

these countries' newly de-regulated finalcial
systems. The estimated cost of rcsolving these
crises was US $1,000 per capitq (The Banker,
1993. 20-2 - In all tkee countries the

respective banking crises weakened public
finances and made a major contribution to their
wo6t economic spell for more tharl 50 years
(see table 4).

There were a number ofcommon features in
the Nordic banking crises. In all three countries

the financial system was de-regulated in the
mid 1980s. Interest rate and credit controis
vr'ere abolished. Foreign competition in the
barkirg industry was permitted. In ail three
countries this liberalization was followed by a
credit boom. The credit boom fuelled a rapid
rise in asset prices. In tum, the rise in asset
values was used by some baDI( customers to
secure further bank lending. By the end of the
credit boom many banks had made large loans
to finance real estate transactions and had
gcneraily taken on lending to Iess crcdit\aorthy
bouorvers. As soon as an economic dorvntum
began some of the banks' customers began to
dcfault on their loans. Real estate taken to
cover such loans proved to be less valuable
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Table 4: Bank support ope.ations in Nonvay. Finland and Sweden
Total suppotr

(o,1' GDP.1

Covernment support
P,l of gorernnent defcit)

Nonvay

l99l

2.4

298.9,

1992

1.1

50.6'

0.9
't.3

'18.1

Finland
199 i
1992

t3.2

Sweden
1991

0.1

19.8

t992

2.0

26.0

Note:

' excludcs

Sonurce: Bank

a concessionary loan

for which all banks were eligible

for Intemational Settlements, 63rd Annual Report, June 1991, p-172
deal with the problem by pumping

than odginally envisaged. Tbe propertv price
boom was quickly followed by a slump. At the
salne time, the economic dowrtum inevitably

in

provisions. As the problems intensihed a
number of barks needed massive state help to
avoid default, The worst affected banks lvere
those whose m.magemeDts had acted
improvidently during the boom. Enough banks

were involved for the problems of an initial
few to be transformed into a crisis for the

It seems that the increased competition
which had accomparied de-reguiation seems to
have gelerated little in the way of effective
diversification, successful new business or
increased reserves to help cover the losses
sustai[ed as recession or slump hit the banks'
many.

its Govemment
Guarantee Fund to help ensure the stability of
the banking system. By the end of that year it
govemment establish€d

of 2.9 per cent of
support operations (IMF,

customers (see table 5)- The experience ofthese

had spent the equivalent

stable, affluent Nordic countries

Finnish GDP

leads

significant support to the post-Keynesian
penpective- Gains in economic efficiency

or

1993c, 7-8). The Finnish authorities also had to

rescue

attributable to the increased efficieocy of deregulated financial markets have been greatly

by the costs arising from

large

capitalise the affected barks. This meant a
substantial, albeit temporary, extension of stat€
ownership - hardly what had been envisaged.
The cost of the banking crisis was highest in
Finland (see table 3). Finland's banking crisis
was preceded by a huge boorn in credit. The
ratio of bank lending to GDP rose from 55 per
cent in 1986 to 76 per cent in 1990 with the
rate of increase being particularly rapid in
1989-90. In 1991 the Bank of Finland had to
rescue Skopbank, a commercial bank which
also acted as central bant to the savings banl$
(The Banker, 199320-22). In April 1992 the

lead to an increase in banlffuptcies. The ovemll
bank loan loss
rcsult was an increase

outweighed

in

voiumes of public money to re-orgalise and re-

and

to

the Ka$allis/OsakiPanl*i/STS banl<
provide substantial funding tbr the

rvholesaie re-orgarisation of Finland's savings
bants. By the end of 1992 the share prices of
Finnish banks were just 10 per cent ofthose io

the

increased instability. There is littLe evidence in
to suppoft the neo-classical

these episodes

mid 1989.

contention that the main cause of financial
instability is government intervention (Benston
and Kaufman 1996; Dorvd 1996).
In aLl three countries the authorities chose to

early 1990s was preceded by booming credit
expansion. Between 1986 and 1990 the ratio of

In

Swcden roo, the banking crisis

of

tire

bar* lending to GDP rose from 43 per cent to
-1-
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Table 5: Bank profitability in Finland, Nonvay and Srveden:
Profits before taxes (o% total assets)

I982 I983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 lq39 1990 t9
Finland 0.34 0.30 0.34 0.39 0.45 0.34 0.68 0.2r 0.21 0.10
Norway 0.81 Ll8 1.11 0.92 0.95 0.04 0.13 0.32 0.83 3.94
Sweden 0.30 0.3'7 0.30 0.30 0.90 0.66 0.54 0,41 0.19 0.58
Source: OECD, Bdr,,t
91 (Paris, 1992)

Ptultability- Statistical Supplenent - Financial Statements of Banks, 1982-

68 per cent. In 1990, a combination of ta-\
reforms and recession brought about abrupt
falls in real estate and other asset prices, By

auturnn 1991 the government

orvned

Nordbanken was making loan Ioss provisions

various rescue packages and support schemes

was

4 per cent of

Norwegian GDP (The

Banker, 1993,20-22). The salient features of
these episodes correspond closely to those
outlined by Minsky's financial instability

equal to 0.3 per cent of Swedish GDP. This
was a forenuner for wider problems in the
banking industry which climaxed in September
1992 when Gota Bank, the country's fourth
largest commercial bank, filed for bankruptcy.
By the end of 1992 the share prices of Swedish

hypothesis.
The Nordic banking

banks were a mere eighth of their 1989 values.

rapid rise in asset prices which finally fell
sharply. As loan losses multiplied credit

As in Finland, the govemment took costly
measures to bolster the banking system and
save Sweden's banks from going bust, By late

1992 every Swedish bank rated by Moody's
(1992,76), including Gota Bank, enjoyed the
'investnent' grade rating which is a necessary
condition for a bank's continued tading. By
1993, the toral cost ofthe rescue operations was
estimated to be more than five per cent of
Swedish GDP (IMF, 1993c, 8).

The Norwegian banking crisis

emerged

c ses illustrated some of
rhe dangers of de-regulation. Particularly
noteworthy was the way in which a credit
bubble followed the liberalization of the
financial system. The credit bubble fuelled a

problems

for individual banks turned into

a

crisis for the entire banking system- These
crises were only resolved at great cost to the
public finances and economies of Finland,
Nonvay and Sweden1.2 Financial disruptions in the United States

Much of the financial sector in the United
States went ttuough a disastrous decade during
experienced

the 1980s. The biggest problems

earlier In 1987, after several years during which
credit grew at more than 30 per cent arurually,
a tuming point was reached. Norwegian bank
share prices peaked and the banking industry
recorded a small overall loss. For the next two

were largely due to a mixture of inappropriate
regulation and competitive pressure leading to
wrong management decisions. ln addition there
were problems generated by brief ftnancial
bubbles. The specific historical evolution ofthe

years credit problems were widespread. A

bankirg industry

number of smaller Norwegian banks were taken

significant factor. This included great hostility
to central bank inlluence, a rigid separation of

over after requiring help from two industry
operated deposit insurance funds, After a brief
respite in 1989 the problems intensilied. By
1992 the govemment had been forced to take a
controlling interest in three ofNor!ay's largest
banks, the Den Noffke Bant, Christiana Bank
and Fokus Bank. The estimated total cost

ofthe

investment

in the US was also

from comm€rcial banking

a

and

signihcant bauiers to inter-state banking. This
meant that the huge US banking industry had
many featurss quite unlike those of other major
industrial countries as it entered the 1980s.
One of the most significant US banking

Eco otitic Issuei, Vol. I, Part 2, Septenber 1996

many of the thrifls whose social purpose had

problems during the 1980s was experienced in
the main lending institutions of the previously

essentially been served. Those people fortunate
enough to take out moftgages in the late 1960s

obscure housing finance industry. The savings
and loans banks, or tluifts as they are popularly
known, were mostly small institutions providing

and early 1970s enjoyed many years of
extremely cheap housing finance. There was a
big bill to be paid for all of this. Combined
with the effects of mismanagement and fraud
the actual losses sustained in the savings and

households in their
immediate locality. Initially based on the model
ofthe English building societies they piayed an
important role in promoting the New Deal
prograrnme initiated by President Roosevelt in
1933. Forty years later, as much of their
original mission was complet€d and the New
Deal settlement unravelled, the thdtls came
under pressure. The thrifts main source of
finance was deposits from savers. This

housing finance

to

loans fiasco w€re estimated by

of US $ 180 biliion at 1993 pricesGovernment suppod for the thjifts over the
1980s accounted for a quarter of the total US
goverDment budget deficit. The total cost w-as
estimated to be the equivalent of 2 per cent of
1992 US GDP (BIS 1993, l7l). That this cost
was largely bome by the US taxpa)'er was the
value

borowing was at low, govemment regulated

of

of

the
interest. The enforcement
Federal govemment's Regulation Q gave savers

rates

the

Congressional Budget Office to total a preseut

udntended rcsult

of

another aspect of

no effective choice of deposits. With their own
cheap source of filance secue, the thrifts then
went on to lend to finance house purchases at
fixed, Iow rates of interest. One of the
responses to the great inflation of the mid
1970s was that regulation Q was aboiished in
1979. An unintended result was that savers took
their money out of the thrills and invested
instead in money market mutual funds which
offered a better rate of return at no appreciably
greater risk. As real interest mtes stafied to dse

regulation. Deposit insurance in the United
States is very generous. Each account up to
$100,000 is tully insured against a bank
collapse. Depositors may have several, fully
insured accounts. This is in sharp contrast to

during the 1980s a fundamental structual
problem for the thrifts arose. Their source of

insolvent the goverfinent would pay. The
experience of the thdfts lends support to those

finance was

at floating and increasingly

perspectives stressing the way in which markets

the UK, for example, where only 75 per cent of
!20,000 per
deposits are insured up
depositor. This meant that depositors were able

to

to look for the thrifts offering the

will work rationally in

expelsive rates while their lending was at fixed
rates. Furthermore, much of their existing loan
book was fixed at unduly low rates- In order to
try to deal with this fundamental, structural

schemes.

lo

The

experience

and regulatory
of the thrifts

the dangers of inappropriate
regulation and provides support for those who
see'government as the problem' (Benston and
Kaufman 1996, 697).
Bad banking strategy also played a big parr
in the problems which afflicted the Ulrited
States' banking industry. The headlong rush
highlights

money markets and pressed for de-fegulation to

extend their actitities into

appareltly more profitabie areas such

ordet to undermine

inappropriate price-fixing

problem the thrifts borrowed on wholesale
enable rhem

highest

interest rates and simply ignore any risk, secure
in the knowledge that should the bark become

as

lending on commercial prcperty. One result was
that there was plenty ofmoney chasing a higher
reward in relatively unfamiliar markets- This
lead to disaster as commercial misjudgement

into developing country debt has been well
documented. This hung heavy over the US
banks for much of the 1980s with major losses
actually being taken on most US morey cenue
balance sheets in 1987, once the risk of delault
had safely passed. The US bants entered the
1980s as some of the very largest iinancial

fuelled an ever more desperate search lbr
higher rates of retum. Waste, fraud and abuse
played a pan in the demise of many thrifts. But
the underlying cause was that de-regulation
created an unsustainable business position for
-9-
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Table 5: Bank real estate leDding in selected countries
t985

1991

1987
dZ

of to!.rl loans outstdnding

United States
- total
- commercial

29

34

l3

l'1

United Kingdom
- total
- non-housing

t9
7

E

t2

Japan

t3

l5

t'7

11

3l

of lo.,Is to prfiate seclor
Canada
France

29

Germany

46

Norway

48

Portugal

28

Spain

19

39

49

29

3l
40

41

)t

20

29

Source: BIS, 62nd Annual Report

institutions

in the rvorld.

They left the

over the 1980s while commercial and industrial
loans went down (see lable 6). In practice,
property price bubbles caught banks out The
demise of the Crocker Bank in Caliiomia 8nd
that of major regional ba.nks in New England
were two prime examples. Other banks became

l980smuch reduced. Changes in the regulatory
structure allied with the dominant competitive
response accounted for much of the decline.
One key feature was that the real value of a
bank license becarne substaltially less as nonbank financial institutions were allowed to

involved

in

financing, so-called 'Highty

financial services, Automobile marufachuer
General Motors and major retailer Sears

Leveraged Transactions'. This involved ba*s
lending to finance management buyouts or takeovers. Naturally, this sparked equity price

Roebuck were amongst the leaders in this new,
effective competitive wave.
Bank managements responded to the

concemed. Large losses lvere eventually

compete in

providing consumer cledit

competitiye challenges

in different

and

bubbles which were often un-related to the
fundamental, operating values of the businesses
recorded (Borio 1990). A third example of
banking on financial bubbles came in the 'junk

ways, In

general, they sought to move out of traditional
banking and into a variety of much more risky
financial endeavours. One popular stntegy was
to seek economies of scaie by rapid gro\th. [n
practjse, tlris meant increasing exposure to

bond' episode. Bonds rated as

below

'investment grade' paid higher rates of retum.
Initially, it appeared that the market was
inefficient ard that delault \t'as rarer than the
premium interest rates alloraed. As soon as an
economic downturn materialised the secondary
values of many of these bonds collapsed and

potentially more profitable but riskier credits.
This underpinned a major move into real estate
lending which increased by about 50 per cent
-

10-
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some bonds went into default. Betq'een 1989
and 1991 260 issuers of public debt in the US
defaulted on $55.4 biilion (Moody's, 1992, 6).
By contrast, roughly the same number of firms
defaulted on a totaL of just $8.4 billion in the
entire period from 1970 to 1988.
These three bubble-related aspects ofbanking
received much attention at the time. The

market. But, projected gains had turned into
real losses. Furthermore, the banls ahemselves
held a considerable proportion of their capital
in shares and as prices slid so the value of their

underlying pr€ssures on bank managements
were not solely reducibie to a get rich quick

the onset ofthe recession. This made the banl<s'
ioan losses still worse.
The net result of these probLems was that by
1994 Japanese barks had declared bad loans

mentality. Changing competitive circumstances

combined

with al

inadequate regulatory

response played a rnajor role. The government
overestimated the benefits from increased

allocative efficiency resulting from greater
competition whereas the losses due to increased
macro-economic instability were underestimated. In the end, the taxpayer picked up
the cost of these disasteG - at a total price tag
estimated to be equivalent to approximately I
pef cent of united states GDP (BIS 1993).

capital fell. Another major area ofbant lending
had been to finance, leasing and housing

fincncc r:omputies. fhese compuies uere
badly affected by the crash in asset vaiues and

equal

to 2.9 per cent of

Japanese GDP

(Financial Times, 1994,34). As the only loans
included in this total were those on lvhich no
repayments had been made for at least 6
months plus loans to bankrupt enterprises this
statistic greatly understated the dimensions of

the problem. Even the City banks

whose

worsening the Japanese recession of the early

exposure to directly propertv related loans was
less than bad<s in general fould that their loan
losses trebled from 1990 to 1991 (see table 8).
The Japanese govemment took sev€ral steps
to help the banks overcome these problems.
Their fundamental strategy was to 'buy time' in
order to allorv the banks to eam their way out
of their debt problems. In addition, a certain

1990s.

amount

1.3 Financial stains in JaPen
Banking problems in Japan were less severe
than those in the Nordic count es orthe United

States, Nonetheless,

they contributed

to

There was considerable growth in Japanese

bank lending during the 1980s. At the
beginning of the decade the ratio of bank
lending to nominal GDP was 61 per cent. After
aparticularly prcrounced surge the ratio peaked
at 94 per cent ofnominal GDP in 1990. Much
of this lending was used to finance real €state
transactions or was securcd on real estate (see
table 7). Bank lending for real estate purposes
grew at ao annual average of 19 per cent from
l98l ro I9g0 which was l'aster than in 3ny
other major country (Takeda and Tumer 1992,
61). When land and property prices crashed in
the late 1980s and early 1990s rnany Japanese
bark customers were unable to meet their loan

of judicious

re-organization

of

the

banking industry was promoted. Direct help
was given to banks in a number of ways. The
1992 economic stimuius package provided ibr
the purchase of equities by various public
pension. savings and welfare corporarions.

Administrative 'guidance' was given to large
private institutions such as insurance companles
to buy Japanese equities (Dawkins, 1994. 3l)
The stabilization of equit-v prices promoted
business confidence and saved the banks from
further dormwards revaluations of their capital.
Fevourable Jccountancy ald Laxation measures

were announced in August 1992. These
permitted banks not to count stock market
losses in their interim accounts unless the
shales were actually sold as the potential losses
realized. By Septemb€r 1993 a tax ruling had
come into force, aLlowing domestic loans loss

repayments.

The big decline in Japanese stock prices at
the turn of the decade made the banks' situation
still worse. Many of their customers had
planned to repay their borowings on the basis
of anticipated capital gains lnade on the stock

provisions to b€come fully tax deduciible t$jce
as quickl-v as betbre. The overall result of these
measures rvas that a crisis in Japanese banking
-11-
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Table 7: Loan concentrations in Japanese banks
MdnuJLt.turing

(o%

all loans)

Real estate and nonbanl

Small business

City banks

-

1980
1992

3?.9

15.9

21.0

19.5

37.5
54.8

Long-term credit banks

- 1980
- t992

15.8

2'7.2

36.9

41.6

13.2

22.3
46.1

Trust banks

-

1980

All

-

30,9
9.0

1992

42.8

banks

1980

10.9

t982

50.4

Source: Bank

of Japan, Monthly Economic StariJrr'cJ, special tables

Table 8: Bank profitabiliry in Japan (% of average total assets)

All ordinary

1986

1987

1988

1989

t990

t991

0.04
0.52

0.03
0.60

0.05
0.64

0.04
0.46

0.03
0.36

0.07
0.32

0.03
0.50

0.03
0.63

0.16
0.68

0.05
0,46

0.03
0.33

0.09
0.30

banks

- loan loss provisions
- profits before taxes
Citv banks

-

Ioan loss provisions

- profits before

ta-res

Source: OECD, Bank Proftability: Staisrical Supplement - Financial Statements of Banl$, 1982-91
(Paris: OECD)

ard that instead banks were
allowed to eam themselves out of touble over

banking instability arising from the ways in

lengthy pedod. Therc were, of cours€,
significant dircct costs to Japan's public
finances in terms of foregone tax revenue.

contagion' (Dowd 1996, 681),

was avoided

which banks relate to each other, either because

a

of

In Japan, financial fragility did not reach the

level where there were major threats to

to the

or

because of

5. Conclusiont

Asset price fluctuations matter. Such
fluctuations are normal features of modem

the
the

functioning of th€ payments system or
allocation of capital- There were, however,
significant effects outside as well as within the
iinancirl sector and on the level of economic
activity. The patter[ of events described lends

some suppor!

competitive pressures,

economies and arc linked to significant business
cycles and episodes of financial fragility, As a

sludy by the \4onetary and Economic
of the Bank for International

department

financial instability

Settlements (Borio, Kennedy and Prowse, 1994,
9) stated recently: 'It is \!'idely believed that the
boom-bust nature ofasset price fluctuations has

hypothesis while lending no support to Dowd's
contentjon that there is no'reason to expect

-12-
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exacerbated

thc business cycle, fuelling the
the downswing and

Banlr

slowing the crurent recovery.'
The evidence reviei.ved lends supFort to the
in-herently unstable nature

of

J.rpan ( 1s94) Moathly Etonomiel

The lldnker (1993) Deccmber

Benston G J and Kaufman G G (1996)'The
Appropriate Role for Bark Regulation',
Economic Journal, 106 (436), 688-97

Borio C E

V (1490) 'Banks'

Involvemenr in

Highly Leveraged Transactions'

ability to carry out the de-regulatory process
itself successfully and to introduce and then

,Ban,t

/or

International Settlements Economic Papers,
No. 29 (Basle)

operate approp ate regulato.y and supervisory
systcms. As we have seen. deep recessions
triggered by financial market failures can more
than wipe out any gains resulting iiom a higher
proportion of ilvestment in GDP or the more
productive use of capital. Widespread
mismanagement of financial institutions can ald
does swallow alarming chunks of national
income. One crucial policy lesson is that
macro-economic stability should be more highly

Borio C E V, Kennedy N, and Prowse S D
(1994)'Explodng Aggregate Asset Pdce
Fluctuations Across Countries', Baat /or
International Settlements Economic Papers,

No. 40, April
Davis E P (1992) Debt, Fikqncial Fragility and
Systemic Risk, Oxford: Clarendon Press
Davis E P (1993) 'The Development ofPension

valued. The potential gains from increased
financial market efficiency must be critically

the effects of

ol

S)atrslics, Special Tables

the

de-regulated
financial markets and those drawing attention to
the costs of inappropriate or clumsily executed
regularion have something to contribute. The
extent to which a society reaps benefits from
the new flnancial freedoms depends on its

weighed against

1996

Annual Repon, June (Basle)

upslving, magnilying

view that explanrtions emphrsising

l, Part 2, Septenber

An Approaching Revolution in
Continentai Europe', in O'Brien R (ed)
Finance and the International Economy,
Funds:

increased

financial fragility.

Oxford: Oxford U P
Daw-kins W (1994) Financial Times, March30

Dow S C (1996) 'Why the Banking

System
Should be Regulated' Economic Journal,106

Endnotes

l.

(436),698-707

South Bank University

K (1996) 'The Case for Financial
Laissez-Faire', Econ omic Journal, 106 (436),

Dowd

6'79-687
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